
1. Introduction

In the radio network design practice empirical, semi-em-
pirical and deterministic radio wave propagation methods
are used for field strength estimation. The designers of
the 3rd and 4th generation systems need broadband
characterization of the radio channel and coverage pre-
diction, which is based on any deterministic propaga-
tion model. The receiver designers also need precise
stochastic description of the radio channel to develop
the equalizer and estimation of the receiver.

The indoor base station and radio access points are
usually used to extend coverage to indoor areas where
outdoor signals do not reach well, or to add network
capacity in areas with very dense mobile device usage.
These cells in the mobile structure are called as pico-
cells. In the dense subscriber environments the precise
coverage prediction has an increased importance, and
the empirical and semi-empirical models are not able to
guarantee the necessary accuracy. 

The deterministic models generally based on ray trac-
ing or on direct solution of the Maxwell’s equations. The
first step of the ray tracing methods is solving a pure
geometrical problem, but in special cases this leads to
very complex analysis especially for curved building geo-
metries, highway and underground tunnels, and for high-
ly reflective building media, like reinforced concrete. In
such cases the tracing and storing of few million rays
results in huge memory requirement and calculation time
for multiple reflection, transmission and diffraction. The
other disadvantage of the ray methods is the difficulty
in describing the diffraction for a complex scenario. In
related papers [1] ray tracing method introduced where

bundles of rays are used to represent each “physical”
wave. Monte Carlo techniques were used for the ray
launching. Each bundle of rays was traced to a receiv-
er position where reception spheres determined which
rays are intercepted by the receiver. 

The Maxwell’s equations can be solved directly using
parabolic type equations or in differential form using
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method [5].

The main aim of this article is to introduce the FDTD
method and to demonstrate its suitability in solving ra-
dio wave propagation problems. The application areas
are individually introduced and demonstrated by exam-
ples, of which the memory and simulation time require-
ments are also analyzed. First the radio wave propaga-
tion physical mechanisms are summarized, which are
also used by the ray tracing method for modeling wave
material interaction. The next section summarizes the
most important empirical and deterministic indoor prop-
agation models, and the FDTD will be introduced briefly
for general three-dimensional case in rectangular coor-
dinate system and for two special two dimensional geo-
metries. Section 4 discusses the data base requirements
of building geometries for indoor radio wave propaga-
tion modeling, and the last part of the paper introduces
the simulation results.

2. Wave propagation mechanisms

The effect of difficult and complex geometry of radio
wave propagation environment can be simplified to
simple physical models as direct, reflected, transmitted
and diffracted paths. The ray tracing propagation mo-
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deling method means solving the geometrical problem
first, and after partitioning the wave into rays the simple
physical methods above are used to describe the inter-
action between the propagating waves and materials.

2.1. Direct path
The direct path means considering the propagation

in Line of Sight (LOS), where the receiver is in direct vi-
sibility with the transmitter. In terms of radio wave propa-
gation, being in LOS means having the Fresnel zones
cleared all along the path. 

If the transmitter antenna of gain GA is fed by PA
input power, then the radiated power density at a dis-
tance r assuming LOS spherical wave propagation
would be 

(1)

In the far field region of the transmitter antenna the
electric and magnetic field strength vectors are mutual-
ly perpendicular to each other and of propagation di-
rection, and are in phase. Therefore the power density
can be described as

(2)

The electrical field strength magnitude can be deriv-
ed from (1) and (2) as

(3)

Expression (3) shows that the electrical field strength
magnitude is inversely proportional to the distance, for
spherical waves, and the received power is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance. For the two-
dimensional problem, the electrical field strength de-
pendence is in case of cylindrical wave.

2.2. Reflection
Reflection occurs when a propagating electromag-

netic wave impinges upon an object which has very
large dimensions when compared to the wavelength of
the propagating wave. Reflections occur from the sur-
face of the earth and from buildings and walls. The
amplitude, phase and polarization of the reflected wave
depend on material parameters of the reflecting medi-
um and on the surface irregularity. If the interaction sur-
face is plane and perfectly smooth then the specular

reflection is observed and the energy flow is discrete in
space. This ideal case can be modeled using the Snell-
Descartes law extended for lossy dielectrics. In most ca-
ses of the radio wave propagation problems the medi-
um is diamagnetic or nonmagnetic so its relative per-
meability is 1.

The reflection coefficient for plane waves is defined
as the complex electric field strength ratio of the incom-
ing and the reflected wave (R = Er / Ei), which is decom-
posed into its perpendicular and parallel components
(Figure 1). The reflection coefficients for the two polar-
ization states are:

(4)

where εr is the ratio of the complex dielectric materi-
al parameters for the two media on the planar interface.

Figure 2 shows the stationary field excited by a ⊥
polarized point source in the upper half plane, with si-
nusoidal time dependence. 

The reflection material’s complex permittivity is εr =
3-1*j, and the area of investigation is 10λ*15λ. The ty-
pical interference picture shows wave front undulation
and significant field strength decreasing in several di-
rections. 

Figure 2.  Direct and reflected field component interference
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Figure 1.  Perpendicular ⊥ (hard) and parallel || (soft) polarization



2.3. Transmission
The transmission coefficient (throughput loss), T =

Et / Ei, is used to represent the electrical field strength
ratio of the electromagnetic incident and transmitted
wave at the interface of two media. 

General formulation of the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients of multiple material layers can be deve-
loped for uniform plane wave at oblique angle incidence
using the transmission line theory. The model is based
on the well known impedance transfer equation for trans-
mission lines with different characteristic impedance [9].
The results in Figure 3 present the simulated transmis-
sion coefficients as a function of the wave incidence angle
for brick and concrete slabs bounded on both sides of
air. The concrete and brick slab thicknesses are 12 cm with
complex permittivity of εr = 9 -i *0.9 and εr = 2.8 -i*0.56
respectively.

The results show no significant difference in transmis-
sion coefficients for brick and concrete but this loss high-
ly increases with frequency, therefore especially WLAN
network areas are limited by this factor in multiple wall
indoor environment. (The reinforced concrete iron layer
produces additional reflection and transmission loss which
can be modeled using FDTD simulation.)

The ray tracing method also uses the multiple layer
transmission calculation but this simplification results in
increasing error for short range radio environments where
the material interfaces are in near field of the antennas
or there are not bounded by plane surfaces.

The FDTD method is able to model also the previous
cases, as well as the case of excitation by non sinusoi-
dal time dependent source. Figure 4 shows the field
strength distribution for Gaussian pulse modulated sinus-
oidal excitation at different time with interaction of the
wave by finite thickness lossy dielectric slab having per-
mittivity of εr = 3-1*j. The wave decoupling into reflect-
ed and transmitted components is obvious.

2.4. Diffraction
Diffraction refers to the bending of waves around an

edge of an object. Diffraction phenomenon depends
on the size of the object relative to the wavelength of
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Figure 3.  Transmission coefficients at 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz

Figure 4.  Wave transmission on f inite thickness lossy dielectr ic excited by point source with ⊥ polarization

Figure 5/a.  Direct, reflection and diffraction regions



the wave. When the dimensions of the radiating object
are large compared to the wavelength, high frequency
asymptotic techniques can be used to analyze many,
otherwise mathematically not treatable problems. Ba-
sically the application of the diffraction theory was started
in the area of physics which deals with the description
of the light wave propagation.

The basic concept of geometrical optics, or ray op-
tics is in many situations inadequate to completely de-
scribe the behavior of the electromagnetic field in the
shadow region, behind the diffraction objects. The dif-
fracted field is added to calculate the field contribution
in the shadow region, and that permits us to solve many
practical radio wave propagation problems.

The diffraction components are expressed as

(5)

where 

the component of incident electrical field
parallel to the plane of incidence at the point of 
diffraction, 

the component of incident electrical field
perpendicular to the plane of incidence at the point 
of diffraction, Ds and Dh are the diffraction coefficients
for soft and hard polarization. 

for cylindrical incoming waves

for spherical incoming waves

The expression of diffraction coefficients are first de-
rived by Keller [9] publishing the Geometrical Theory of
Diffraction (GTD). The GTD diffraction coefficients pos-
sess singularities along the incident and reflection sha-
dow boundaries and therefore in the neighborhood of
these boundaries the model is inapplicable. 

In the later work of Kouyoumjian and Pathak, the
singularities were removed by introducing the Uniform

Theory of Diffraction (UTD) and this approach is used in
most wave propagation models. The regions in the neigh-
borhood of the shadow boundaries are referred to as
transition regions, and in these regions the fields under-
go their most rapid changes. The diffraction coefficients
are

(6)

where R0
h,s and Rn

h,s are the reflection coefficients on
0 and n planes represented in Figure 5/a, D0,n

ISB,RSB are
the incident diffraction coefficient component at the In-
cident Shadow Boundary (ISB) and the reflected dif-
fracted component at the Reflection Shadow Boundary
(RSB), respectively. 

Figure 6 shows a propagating wave before and af-
ter the diffraction on a lossy dielectric wedge for Gaus-
sian modulated sinusoidal point source excitation and
simulated by FDTD method.

2.5. Scattering
Rough surfaces and finite surfaces scatter the inci-

dent energy in all directions with a radiation diagram
which depends on the roughness and size of the sur-
face or volume. The dispersion of energy through scat-
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Figure 6.  Diffraction on a lossy dielectr ic wedge

Figure 5/b. Diffraction geometry



tering means a decrease of the energy reflected in the
specular direction. This simple view leads to account for
the scattering process only by decreasing the reflection
coefficient and thus, only by multiplying the reflection
coefficient with a factor smaller than one, which, accord-
ing to the Raleigh theory, depends exponentially on
the standard deviation of the surface roughness.

3. Wave propagation models

To implement a mobile radio system, wave propagation
models are necessary to determine propagation char-
acteristics for signal and interference powers and for any
arbitrary installation and any receiving positions. These
models and results are the basis for the high-level net-
work planning process. The narrow-band signals and
simple building geometry make possible to apply empir-
ical and semi-empirical models in the network design
practice. The need for using deterministic models is main-
ly caused by the building complexity, and by the broad-
band or time dependent characterization of the radio
channel. 

3.1. Empirical and semi-empirical models
The various empirical and semi-empirical indoor pro-

pagation models use two approaches. The first is to mo-
del the propagation loss by a path loss law model de-
termining the propagation exponent from measurements.
The second one is a more successful approach to cha-
racterize indoor path loss by a fixed path loss expo-
nent, plus additional loss factors related to the number
of floors and walls intersected by the straight line be-
tween the access point and terminals. The two widely
used models belonging to the second approach are the
Motley-Keenan and the COST231 [10] models. 

The path loss expression from the Motley-Keenan
model for path distance r is:

(7)
where
L1 is the loss at r = 1 m,
af and aw are the attenuation factors (in dB) 

per floor and per wall respectively,
nf and nw are the number of floors and walls 

intersected by the radio path.

The path loss of the COST231 multi-wall model is:

(8)

where
LF is the free space path loss for the straight line path,
Lc and b are empirically derived constants.

Table 1.  Recommended parameters of the COST231
multi-wall indoor model for 1800 MHz

3.2. Deterministic models
Ray tracing
The ray tracing type radio wave propagation models

are based on geometrical optics, instead of the entire
domain field simulation. The method partitions the pro-
pagation waves into finite angular components, and
these propagation components are traced indepen-
dently and are applied to each the boundary condi-
tions on material interfaces – reflection, transmission,
diffraction. The solution on every observation points can
be finally derived by summing the wave contributions. 

Figure 7.  
First and second order ray tracing components

The ray tracing method in practice uses either all
possible first, second and third order combination of
propagation mechanisms, or the ray components are
traced till the field strength reaches a user defined
threshold limit. 

FDTD method
The FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) method

is a time domain solution of the Maxwell’s equations de-
scribed in differential form and is widely used in circuit
analysis because of its simplicity. The method divides
the space investigated into finite grid elements and on
the grid the time and space approximation of the elec-
trical and magnetic field strength is performed [5].

There exist many various forms of the FDTD in one,
two or three dimensions and for many coordinate sys-
tems or grids and material types. For the indoor wire-
less channel simulation the three dimensional rectan-
gular coordinate system was chosen with linear lossy
dielectric materials in volumes.

Table 2.  Ray tracing and FDTD method comparison
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The method will be introduced briefly for the general
three-dimensional case in rectangular coordinate system.

Starting from the generalized differential matrix ope-
rators, the Maxwell’s curl equations can be expressed
in the rectangular coordinate system as

(9)

Then the Yee algorithm [5] is used for a discrete grid
and, considering a substitution of central differences for
the time (∂/∂t) and space (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z) derivatives in
(9), one gets for the time marching solution of the fol-
lowing coupled equations. The algorithm defines the
six (Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz) discretized field components
in the FDTD rectangular unit cell (the Yee cell). This cell
has dimensions of ∆x∆y∆z and the electric and mag-
netic field components locations are interleaved by half
of the discretization length (∆x/2,∆y/2 and ∆z).

Figure 8.  The 3 dimensional FDTD Yee cell  with 
the electrical and magnetic reference vectors

In a similar manner calculating the fields every half-
time step the centered difference for the time derivative
is obtained.

Similar finite difference equations can be expressed
for the other five field strength components, Ey, Ez, Hx,
Hy and Hz.

The discretization on the simulation volume is made
by cubic lattice so ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = ∆ which results in a
significant simplification of the finite difference equa-
tions.

The εi, j,k and σi, j,k are the permittivity and conducti-
vity of the material at the i,j,k discretisation position.

Stability of the FDTD solution requires that the elec-
tromagnetic wave does not pass through more than
one cell in one time step, i.e., the time step and the unit
cell dimension satisfy the Courant condition.

The ∆t time step was chosen in accordance of this
magic time step

(11)

which results for our cubic lattice.

Special two dimensional geometries
The first investigation showed that the determina-

tion of field strength distribution in tunnel using full 3D
model extends our calculation possibilities. Therefore
we decided to model our geometry in two cut planes,
namely in the axial and in the radial plane. The two
approximations differ basically because the axial cut
plane can be applied in case of rotationally symmetric
geometry and the radial plane is a cut of the tunnel
waveguide which is assumed non changing cross sec-
tion (Figure 9).

Figure 9.  Axial and radial cut planes

(10)
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The x directional electrical field strength component
at the n+1/2 time step is:



Axial plane
For the derivation of the cylindrical FDTD equations

starting from the generalized differential matrix opera-
tors, we express the Maxwell’s curl equations in the cy-
lindrical coordinate system as

(12)

(13)

where
ε is the permittivity,
µ is the permeability,
σ e is the electric conductivity,
σm is the magnetic conductivity.

The ϕ variation of E and H in the cylindrical coordi-
nates system will have the following form

(14)

where
m is the mode number.

Using the cylindrical symmetry of the geometry the
3D equations are reduced to 2D in the (x-z) r-z plane.

Figure 10.  

Electric and
magnetic field

components
on the axial

plane

After discretizing the equations 12-14 and applying
the finite difference approximations to yield the updat-
ing equations for each field components [5]:

Radial plane
The main steps will be introduced briefly for the two-

dimensional rectangular coordinate system. Starting from
the generalized differential matrix operators, the Max-
well’s equations can be express in the rectangular coor-
dinate system as

For TMz case:

(17)

For TEz case similar expressions can be introduced.

Then the Yee algorithm is used for a discrete grid
and considering a substitution of central differences for
the time and space derivatives in (17) one gets for the
time marching solution of the following coupled equa-
tions [5]:

(18)

(19)

(20)

where

The discretization is made by cubic lattice on the
simulation volume, and ∆x = ∆y = ∆.
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(15)

(16) where



4. The data base requirement of 
the indoor wave propagation models

The geometrical description of the indoor scenarios are
based on the same concept both for ray tracing and for
FDTD methods The walls have to be partitioned to sur-
rounding closed polygons and every such polygons
are characterized by its electric material parameters.

The data base for the ray tracing method in our app-
lications can not contain cut-out surfaces directly, such
as windows, doors. Therefore the cut-out surface descrip-
tion is based on surface partitioning of the geometry
as can be seen in Figure 11. The FDTD algorithm, on the
contrary, allows application of simple ordinal database
with overlapping polygons and the Yee cell parameter
will be chosen by the simple decision that whichever
object is higher on the list will overwrite the lower object
in the mesh.

Figure 11.

Polygon 
representation

of building
structure

We prepared the indoor data base for a typical of-
fice building V2 at the Budapest University of Techno-
logy and Economics (BUTE), which has 7 floors and is
made partially from concrete and brick. This data base
for the sixth floor is used to make verification calcula-
tions and measurements of indoor wave propagation
models and to develop new models. The floor plane is
shown in Figure 18, and the floor view and polygonal
partitioning in Figure 13, which is based on the previ-
ously described concept.

The data base contains the polygon coordinates,
multiple and single layer wall types on the basis of Table
3 (on the next page), for which the electrical material
parameters of Table 4 are used. 

These parameters are partly results coming from li-
terature, and from own material parameter measure-
ments [14].

Figure 12.  

A possible
polygonal
partitioning
of windowed
walls for 
ray tracing
method
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Figure 13.  Floor view and polygon data base of V2 building at BUTE



These parameters of materials are specified either by
the permittivity and loss tangent or directly by the com-
plex permittivity, where εr  = ε’r+j⋅ε”r = ε’r-j⋅(tan δ)⋅ε’r.

Table 4.  Electrical parameters of building materials

5. Application, results

Two ANSI C code were generated using the previous
theory of general three-dimensional and of special two-
dimensional FDTD methods for the two main cut of the
cylindrical geometries. The methods are verified and
results are presented for wave propagation problems.

5.1. Field strength distribution 
in the main two cut planes of tunnel

The application of the theory presented in Section 3
makes possible to investigate the mobile radio cover-

age in tunnels [13]. The axial plane
field strength distribution in a tunnel
with radius 2 m at the distance of 1 m
from the axis of symmetry for sinu-
soidal excitation source by frequency
of 900 MHz. The results are in good
agreement with analytical results of
literature [4].

The gradient of the linear regression to the FDTD si-
mulation results in Figure 14 is 9 dB/decade which indi-
cates the waveguide nature of the tunnel at the fre-
quency of investigation.
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Table 3.  
Main wall types of indoor data base

Figure 14.  
Electrical f ield strength vs axial distance in tunnel

Figure 15.  Field strength distribution of radial plane in tunnel without and with vehicle



Our results in radial plane are shown as a two-dimen-
sional electric field strength distribution in the tunnel and
inside of the carriage for a point source with sinusoidal
excitation. 

The results illustrate very well how the field strength
changes in presence of the underground carriage and
how the propagating energy flows inside. The radial
plane investigation gives a good opportunity for the
optimization of the leaky cable for tunnel coverage and
to determine the base station transmission power re-
quirement for proper coverage inside of the vehicles.

Our next application areas are the EMC/EMI prob-
lems and additionally health risk analysis of electromag-
netic waves. We demonstrate the stationary field strength
distribution inside cars, caused by disturbing source from
engine room (Figure 16). Our next example is the indu-
ced electromagnetic field inside buildings generated by
GSM base station (Figure 17).

The GSM base station coverage area at
frequency of 900 MHz was investigated with
FDTD using two-dimensional grid of 1 cm dis-
cretization and 1500x1700 grid size of area
of simulation. The time step is specified as
19 ns and 3000 steps were calculated using
PC with Centrino Duo processor working at
1.83 GHz. The simulation took 20 minutes
and required 140 MB of operational RAM me-
mory to store the field strengths. The walls
are modeled as brick walls and as concrete
ceiling, each having of 10 cm thickness. 

In Figure 17 in the interior space the field
strengths at points 2 and 3 are less by a fac-
tor of 10-4 and 10-6 compared to the value at
point 1. Using and improving the investiga-
tions outlined above the field levels of safe-
ty standards can be validated. 
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Figure 16.  Stationary field strength distributions inside cars and radiated outside, 
caused by disturbing source from engine room at 1800 MHz

Figure 17.  
Stationary f ield strength distribution excited by 

a GSM base station at 900 MHz 

Figure 18.  
Indoor measurement scenario, f loor plan 

with simulation area and measurement route



Figure 19.  
Operational memory requirement of simulation

Figure 20.  Running time requirement of simulation

Our last example will be the
qualification of LPD short range
radio links in indoor environ-
ment. The measurement and
calculation results are shown
at frequency of 433 MHz.

The building floor plan with
measurement points on corri-
dor and the area of simulation
are presented in Figure 18.
The simulation volume for FDTD
has rectangular 90x11x3 cubic
meter three dimensional size,
and λ/20≈30mm resolution of
the FDTD results 120 million of
Yee cells.

The running time and me-
mory requirements of the simu-
lation program is demonstrated
in Figures 19 and 20, the val-
ues for present simulation are
indicated.

Two quarter wavelength dipole was manufactured
and vertically placed to perform the wireless channel
measurements, spectrum analyzer was used for the re-
ceived power and the channel attenuation measure-
ments. At each spatial measurement points 500 recei-
ved strength levels were measured and buffered for la-
ter processing. Figure 21 compares measured minimum,
maximum and average levels to simulated ones.

Excitation with sinusoidal time dependence is used
to the FDTD simulation and at each spatial measure-
ment points the recorded time function is transformed
to frequency domain using Fourier transform. The re-
ceived field level and radio link loss at frequency of 433
MHz was taken from this spectral distribution.

The comparative analyzis of simulations and mea-
surements results in average difference of -1.74 dB
and standard deviation of 15.5 dB. The average differ-
ence shows a fair agreement but the difficulty in chan-
nel modeling is indicated by the notable deviation and
therefore the received field level estimation at individ-
ual spatial points only possible with high probability of
error.

The most important parameter of the radio network
design is the path loss exponent of the distance para-
meter, which is introduced for our investigation using
the measurement results. The free space and two rays
propagation models have path loss exponents of n=2
and n=4 respectively. On the contrary, our indoor short
distance measurements have exponent of n=4.65 at
frequency of 433 MHz, which was derived using linear
regression to measurement path loss results presented
in Figure 22.
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Figure 21.  
Indoor path loss level comparison at frequency of 

433 MHz (min, mean and max values for measurements
are indicated)



6. Summary

Figures 19 and 20 present memory requirement of 4.5
GB and running time of 55 hours for the last 3 dimen-
sional short range radio simulations. The resource re-
quirement of simulation is increasing approximately by
a factor of frequency3 for three-dimensional, and of fre-
quency2 for two-dimensional geometry, and therefore
the FDTD method can be applied only with significant
limitations in simulation volumes, especially for simula-
tions at higher frequencies . 

The pure FDTD can improve by combining with ray
tracing method. In this concept the ray tracing is per-
formed to the border of a volume of detailed investiga-
tion and in this surrounding space of the receiver an-
tenna FDTD method is applied using the ray traced
field as excitation. Specific such problem is the charac-
terization of MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) radio
channel, for which the combined method can be intro-
duced. [12]
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Figure 22.  
Path loss dependence of measurement result 
at frequency of 433 MHz


